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Question:. What is funerinnal mea-
surement and what is the best method
forgetting: truthfuli answers?

The main function of gearing is
to transmit uniform rotary motion
and power from one shaft [0 another
at the design ratio of the gears. If the
gears do not do this, they are said to
have transmission error .. Therefore,
a true functional measurement of :
gear quality would be one that

of gear characteristics, such as pitch.
runout, involute. tooth ali gnment
(lead), and tooth thickness. These
measurements are typically made by
a probe or stylus device that explores
part of a tooth or gear.

Composite (Functional). Compos-
ite measurements are made by running
two gears together (usually one is a
master gear) in a manner that simu-
lates unloaded operating conditions.

evaluates errors or variations in : Theresu1tingmeasurementsalieafullc-
terms of uniformity of angular me- : tion of a composite of the elemental
tion, This would be a tangential: variations described above.
rather than a radial measurement. The advantage of elemental mea-

Gear Quality measurement is done surement is in diagnostics. Becau e
by either elemental or composite one is measuring discrete characteris-
methods. The resulting values are tics, it is possible to sort out various
compared to the customer's specifi- causes of any problem.
cation or to some national standard The elemental method has three dis-
for compliance. Any method used has advantages. The first is that the probe
its advantages and disadvantages. cannot explore all parts of a tooth sur-

Elemental, Elemental measure- face, nor .3111the teeth; therefore, some
ments are made of discrete variations errors might be missed. The second is

Double Flank Gear Testing
/

S'ingle flank Gear Testing

Measures variation [n center distance Measures rotational' movements

.-ig. 1. - Composite gear testing.

Addr,ess your yeari!ng question
to our panell of experts. Write
to them care of Shop Heor ..
Gear Telehnollogy, P.Qi. IB,ox
1426. IEllk IGrove, ViU.age, IL
160009'. or ca U our edit,oriia,llstan
at (708) 437-6604.

Robert.E..Smith
is the principal ill R.E.
Smith & Co.i lnc .. gear
consultants in Rochester,
N. Y. fie has 11\'('/" 40
years , experience ill
gearing methods,
manufacture, and
research.

Robert Eniehello,
is tire principal in
GEARTECH, a gear
consulting firm in Alban»,
CA. He is a member of
AGMA. MME. and fI

Registered Professional
Engineer in lire State of
California.
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GEAR DES~GiN·CAILCULATION
SO, fTWA HE

How does it work?
FIRST

You define for each paramet.eJ'. such as
ratio, center distance, pressure angle,

etc", a convenient set of valuesthat you
are really able to use.

SECOND
You define yourperfonnance ne~

regarding Pilling Life, Bendmg
Life.Scoring Proba~i1ity, Reli~~mty

Level and Operating Conditiens.

THIRD
You wait a few seconds until diseng

finds out the best solution to your
specific problem within your particular
.. possibilitie: ,

GEAiR EXP'O
DETROIT, BOOTHH441
CIRClEA-15 on REA'DER REPLV CARD

Tablet· Comparison 01 Single, I:
Double flank 'est,ing M'ethods

I ..

! IDouble Iflank Composite (Seo Fig,. 21
I Advantages:

-lnexpensive eQ.uipment
-The' best way to measure tunc·
ticnal tooth thickness

oGoodway to measure roug,h
ho,bbed pans that are to be
finished by a subsequent operation

-Fast
·Ourable

D,isadvantages:
-Not truly functional jradial
measurement)

'Contacts both sidesoHeeth {not
good for diagnosing invo'lute
problems!

oOoesn't measure' accumulated
pitch variation (afunctional
characteristic)

"Niot good for noise contro'l

Single: flank Compos!ito' (See lFig'.31'
Advantages
-Truly functiona'i measurement
'{tangentia'U

"Good for positional accuracy
{accumulated pitch variation,

'Good for measuring involute
effects

·Good for noise control
D;isadvantages:
"Relatively slow
':Equipment is more expensive, and
delicate

that keeping track mentally of all these
discrete measurement to determme
what the functional. result wiU be is
very difficult. The third drawback of
using elemental gear measurememjies
with the AOMA standards (AGMA
2000A-88andAGMA390.03a):. These
standard are telerances for runout and
not accumulated pitch variation, Ac-
cumulated pitch variation is a more
functional measurement than runout.
(See "Shop Floor," Ja:n/Feb, 199I.
Gear Technology.) Also, AGMA 2000
A-88 use a "K" chart evaluation of
involute variations, This method i a't
necessarily a good control of profile
variations for noise problems.

The subject of composite mea-
surement is more complex, To begin
with, there aretwo types of compos-
ite measurement: double flank and



flank, why isn't it used more? : the American automorive manu-
In the past, the technology for: f'acturers, and most ofthern are

ingle nank te ting wa: n't readily : checked by double fl.amk. measuring
available. Double flankeqeipment was : equipment. Could (hi. be another rea-
simple. inexpert ive, and fast, and il's : ,OR forthe decline ofthe American
human nature to prefer the easy ap- : gear industry?
preach, Single flank te ling equipment Some types of gear are difHcuh to
is a newer technology and is more : measure with amy validity by elernen-
expensive. Also. tolerances for single : tal or double flank techniques, Envel-
flank results do not appear in the : oping worm wheels and bevel gears
AGMA tandards. : are among the e. Milch of the testing

However. I have u ed single flank : i done subjectively by the II e of
measuring instruments for the manu- : contact patterns. Single flank testing
facture of highlyaccurate and rnooth : procedure allow quantitative mea-
gears since 1955. It is still one of the: urerneru of the functional character-
first and most important tools in my : istic ofllle e gear types. Single flank
consulting practice. : testing can be done on a sembled gear

The use of this equipment has been : trains as well as on loose gear. It is
more common in foreign countries. : very useful for gears used in printing
Probably no more than 25 sy terns : presses, noi e en itive products, in-
are in use in tile U.S .. compared to : dex mechanisms, robots, antenna di-
well over 200 ystem el ewhere: : rectors. etc.
yet there are more than 300 company The fact that single flank testing is
members of AGMA. Almost all of : slower than double flank i no longer a
the existing equipment. was devel- : valid reason for not using it. With the
oped and manufactured in Europe. : introduction of statistical techniques,
One such in trument is made in : such a SPC, in the American aurorae-
Japan. Another system, developed: tive andother industes ..lhesingleflank
in England, is now manufactured : method can be u ed to te t small.
by an American company ..Mill ions: ample on a regular basi. The trend
of gears are made every year by : isto gel away from [00% inspection.

.-- _.,: such a. is usually done with double

: flank measurement,
: Question: Iso't it lime that the Ameri-
: can gear industry gave erfous
: thought to the use ofsingle flank gear
: testing equip,ment?

Yes!'!!

single flank (transmi sian error}. Un-
fortunately, the double flank method
has been .0 common in the pa t that
the term "composite measuremem"
has become almo tgeneric to it.

It is important to understand
the difference between these two
methods. Perhap if more people
understood the advantage of
single f1ank cornposite measure-
ment from a functional.· tandpoint,
it wouldn't be .0 rare.

For a comparison, see Fig. 1 and
Table I. Both sides of the meshing
teeth are in contact for the double
flank method. Only one side is in
contact for the ingle flank. method.
The important differences are:

I.. Tile double flank method mea-
sures variation in center distance, while
[he single Hank method measures varia-
tion in rotational movements.

2. Most gears never run with both
sides of the teeth in imultaneous
contact. Therefore, single flank is
the truly functional method.
Question; U ingle Hank measure-
ment is 0 much better than double

Sdae .... 1ic or Co:m.pol1e MIWa
Tu& nmc.

: Question: We have reconstructed iii

: tr,iple reductien parallel a j gear-
: box which is driven by a 100 horse-
: power electric motor. 1& i. used to
: drive a large . crew used illiwaste
: proc,esing. We bave aU of Ihe gee-
: metrical data, on all three gear: ets,
: teeth. DP, PA. helix liIngle., face width,

L..- ....I : eenter di tance, etc. We k.I1DW the

: gear materials, which are case car-
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Fig, 2. - Double flunk composite action measurement,

. I

: To address questions to Mr, Robert E.
: Smith. circle Reader Service No. 78.
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Fig. ,3 - Single flank composite action measurement.

burjzed, and the gears are made 10

AGMA Q-9 accuracy levels, The in-
put speed is Iknown, and the gens
operate under a lubrlcatien system.
Is it possible to predict or esthnate
the horsepower a\,pacity and run-
ning hours that can be expected from
this box? It so, how?

Parallel-axis gear sets can be rated
using the methods described in ANSIJ
AGMA 2001-B88, American National
Standard. "Fundamental Rating Fac-
tors and Calculation Methods for Invo-
lute Spur and Helical Gear Teeth," and
AGMA 6010-E88. American National
Standard. "Standard for Spur. Helical,
Herringbone. and Bevel Enclosed
Drives." These standards give equa-
tions for calculating the power capac-
ity of gear sets based 011 pitting resis-
tance and bending strength. Also.
ANSI/AGMA 2001-B88, Appendix
A. gives methods for evaluating tile
risk of scuffing and wear. In addition

need the geometry of the tools used to
cut the gears in order to calculate the
bending strength geometry factors.

The purpo e of the standards is to
provide common methods for rating
gears for differing applicarions, and
to encourage uniformity and consis-
teney between rating practices within
the gear industry. Although most of
the calculations are straightforward,
some of the factors in the equations
vary significantly. depending on the
application, system effects. gear ac-
curacy, and manufacturing practice ..
The engineering judgment of an ex-
perienced gear designer is required to

properly evaluate these factors and
obtain realistic ratings.

Software is available for personal
computers that automates much of the
gear rating task .•

If you have questions/or Mr. Rob-
ert Errichelio , circle Reader Ser-

to the data you mentioned, you win vice No. 79.


